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Shifting of the frequency spectrum of an audio signal is a powerful technique for modi
fying the qualities of musical sounds. The subject design brings frequency shifter ("Klang
umwandler") technology up to current professional audio standards. Performance speci
fications include 70-dB dynamic range, 40-dB rejection of unwanted sidebands, amount 
of frequency shift continuously variable through as much as -5000 to +5000Hz, simul
taneaus availability of positively and negatively shifted signals, and variable threshold 
squelch. 

INTRODUCTION: The frequency shifter referred to in 
this paper is not a transposing device but an electronic 
instrument which is capable of shifting all of the fre
quencies of the audio spectrum by the same amount. 
Because of this feature, a sound with a harmonic over
tone structure ]s changed into one with nonharmonic 
overtones which entirely alters the character of the pro
gram material. This instrument, therefore, is a most 
powerful tool in the hands of the electronic music com
poser or performer who is searching for new audio 
processes and musical effects. 

Frequency shifters, with varying degrees of detuning 
capabilities, have been around for a number of years. 
Basically, antifeedback devices belong in this category. 

* Presented May 2, 1972, at the 42nd Convention of the 
Audio Engineering Society, Los Angeles. 
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lt is known that by shifting speech frequencies by a small 
amount, say 5 Hz, the acoustical feedback in a PA 
system is noticeably reduced. The devices de
veloped and built for this purpose are limited to speech 
frequencies for which they perform weil [1], [2]. 

Another frequency shifter, with limited detuning, has 
been built as a multiple single-sideband device for elec
tronic organs to simulate the choral tone effect [3]. 

A frequency shifter capable of larger changes of musi
cal frequencies has become known under the name 
"Klangumwandler," and has been used in the German 
broadcasting system [ 4]. This device operates through 
double heterodyning and the use of a single-sideband 
filter. 

Another frequency shifter, also capable of large 
changes of musical frequencies, which operates on the 
phase-shifting principle for single-sideband production, 
has become widely known as the Bode frequency shifter .. 
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Fig. 1. Bode frequency shifter which operates on phase
shifting principle. 

Fig. 1 shows this device in a standard rack mounting 
configuration. One of the features is a built-in squelch 
circuit, controlled by the program material, which sup
presses the carrier when the program Ievel is below a 
preset value. 

A special frequency shifter, which has been built in 
limited quantities, combines the features of the hetero
dyning principle with those of the phase-shifting principle 
for single-sideband production [5] . 

A detailed description of the two basic means of fre
quency shifting follows. 

HETERODYNING-TYPE FREQUENCY SHIFTER 

In the heterodyning-type frequency shifter tbe program 
material is mixed in a balanced modulator with an ultra
sonie carrier of, for instance, 20 kHz. Thus two sidebands 
are generated around a suppressed carrier of 20 kHz. 

ce., 

One of these sidebands, preferably the higher one, is 
passed through a single-sideband filter witb a very steep 
attenuation around tbe carrier frequency for suppressing 
tbe unwanted sideband down to the lowest possible fre
quency ( closest to the carrier). The passed sideband is 
then mixed in a second balanced modulator with a second 
uHrasonie frequency. around 20 kHz, and thus reconverted 
into the audio range. 

Through this process of double heterodyning and 
single-sideband filtering, the program material is shifted 
by an amount equal to the difference between the two 
uHrasonie frequencies. For instance, when using a carrier 
frequency of 20 kHz, an upper sideband filter, and a 
second uHrasonie frequency of 19.9 kHz, tbe rebetero
dyned program material appears sbifted up by the dif
ference of the two ultrasonic frequencies, or by 100 Hz. 

The quality of the heterodyning-type frequency shifter 
depends mainly upon . the quality of the single-sideband 
filter. Tbe upper Iimit frequency of shifters built with 
known types of single-sideband fiHers lies at 10 kHz. The 
Iower frequency Iimit for no interference by the sup
pressed sideband is in tbe order of 200 Hz if the per
formance of the instrument is not enhanced by special 
means, such as the combination of the heterodyning and 
pbase shifter metbods for single-sideband production [5]. 

PHASE-SHIFTING-TYPE FREQUENCY SHIFTER 

The operation of the phase-shifting-type frequency 
shifter is different from that of the heterodyning type. 
For basic understanding of the operating principle a 
simplified schematic block diagram as shown in Fig. 2 is 
belpful. Here tbe program material is fed into the input 
f11N and to two phase shifting circuits a1 and ß1 , wbich 
are so designed that at their outputs of all the frequencies 
of the audio range are 90° apart in phase. These output 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of phase-shifting-type frequency shifter. 
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Fig. 3. Dome filter for producing 90° phase difference. 

frequencies are then fed to two multipliers M1 and M2 . 

In the same way the carrier frequency, which is fed 
to /21N and the phase shifters a 2 and ß2 , is processed for 
obtaining a relative phase relationship of 90° of carrier 
frequencies down to about 40 Hz at the outputs of these 
two phase shifters. These output frequencies are fed into 
the second inputs of the multipliers M1 and M2 . 

A schematic diagram of one pair of these phase-shift
ing circuits is shown in Fig. 3. These phase shifters, also 
referred to as dome ~lters, are comprised of a number 
of phase-shifting sections with "center" frequencies 
equally spread over the audio range in such a way that 
the cumulative phase shift of one branch is always 90° 
different from that of the other branch over the speci
fied audio range. 

The wave patterns shown in Fig. 4 illustrate in some 
detail what happens in a frequency shifter according to 
Fig. 2. Assuming that Fig. 4a represents a program fre
quency and Fig. 4b a carrier frequency (by the amount 
of which Fig. 4a is to be changed) , then Fig. 4c repre
sents the waveform at the output of one of the multipliers 
which receives waves a and b at its inputs. Since the in
puts of the other multiplier receive two waves which 
are 90° out of phase relative to a and b, the resulting 
product will be the waveforms shown in Fig. 4d. By 
summing outputs c and d, the waveform according to 
Fig. 4e results, the frequency of which (in the case of 
this exr1mple) is that of a + b. 

FREQUENCY SHIFTER OF NEW DESIGN 

The new frequency shifter also utilizes the phase shift
ing principle. While the frequency shifter just described 
is limited to accept carrier frequencies between 40 Hz 
and 10 kHz, the new instrument is designed for frequency 
shifts to and through zero. When going through zero, the 
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sign of the obtained sideband is changed, which is to say 
that an up-detuning becomes a down-detuning and vice 
versa. Through the full utilization of the inherent possi
bilities of the system employed, two complementary side
bands are generated, one of which represents a frequency 
shift in a direction opposite to the other. The performance 
of this new highly accurate instrument is realized through 

1 v~v~lni~v~vu .. 
rcPkbPJ .. 
I I I I I I 

Fig. 4. Typical wave patterns in phase-shifting-type fre
quency shifter. a. Program input. b. Carrier input. c, d. Out
puts of two multipliers. e. Sum of c + d. The frequency of 
e is the arithmetic sum of the frequencies of a + b. 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of new system. 

the utilization of the latest stat.e-of-the-art circuitry. 
Fig. 5 shows a schematic block diagram of the new 

system. The audio signal is fed to the input of the phase 
filter pair comprising sections a and ß. The 90° out-of
phase outputs of these phase filters are then fed to the 
first inputs of the multipliers M3 and M4• 

The second inputs of M3 and M4 receive two 90° out
of-phase components of a sine wave which is generated 
in a beat frequency oscillator consisting of one fixed 20-
kHz oscillator (L01 ) and one voltage-controlled 15-25-
kHz oscillator (L02). The output of L01 is passed 
through a low-pass filter to obtain a pure sine wave, and 
through a squelch gate, consisting of diodes CR2 through 
CR5, which is switched by amplifier A1, rectifier CR1, and 
bias supply circuit A 2 • This gate passes the oscillator 
frequency in the presence of a program Ievel above a 
presettable thresho1d. 

The frequency of L01 is subsequently fed to two phase 
shifters cp1 and <{l2 , which yield two outputs 90° out of 
phase. In the multiplier A3 and A4 these 90° out-of-phase 
frequencies are mixed with the variable frequency of 
L02, and then low-pass filtered in LP2 and LP3 . The sig
nals at the outputs of these filters are the beat frequency 
with two 90° out-of-phase components. 

This principle of obtaining beat frequencies in 90° 
phase relationship works extremely weiL Fig. 6 shows 
two typical circular oscilloscope patterns obtained by 
feeding the components into the X and Y inputs at a 
beat frequency of 1 kHz and 1 Hz, respectively. 

As mentioned before, these beat frequencies are fed 
into the second inputs of M3 and M4 and after summing 
of the output signals, a frequency ( or frequency spec
trum) results, which is the sum or the difference of the 
input (program) frequency and the beat frequency. 

The second frequency shift is obtained by adding the 
output of M3 to the inverted output of M4• With this 
arrangement, the complementary sideband appears at 
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OUT2 , and the frequency shift is therefore equal and 
opposite to that of the signal at OUT1 . 

In addition to the two complementary frequency
shifted program signals obtained at the outputs OUT 1 

and OUT2, a ring modulator product can be derived 
from any of the outputs of M3 or M4• 

An important feature of this new system is the inclu
sion of a stable voltage-controlled oscillator L02 • Ac
curately programmable frequency shifts, including shifts 
around and through zero, are generated by applying 
control voltages that are directly proportional to the mag
nitude of the desired frequency shifts. In addition, a tem
perature-stable exponential function generator permits 
the use of a pattern of control voltage differences to 
program corresponding frequency shift ratios. 

The frequency range of the dome filter pair in this 
instrument has been extended to 16 kHz for a minimum 
of 40-dB suppression of the unwanted sideband, as com
pared with 10 kHz on previous models. 

SOME TYPICAL APPLICATIONS OF 
NEW FREQUENCY SHIFTER 

The new frequency shifter can be programmed with 
suitable synthesizer or audio system modules to obtain 
a wide variety of new sounds and musical effects. A few 
typical applications are as follows. 

Programming with Periodic and 
Aperiodic Voltage Functions 

1) By setting the main tuning control to zero and ap
plying a low-frequency square wave to the control voltage 
input in the linear mode, the up and down detuned out
puts will switch places, resulting in a new stereo-type ef
fect when heard over two stereo channels. The character 
of this effect is dependent upon the square-wave frequency 
(typically, for instance, 5- 6 Hz) and its amplitude. En
tirely different effects are achieved when raising this 
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frequency above 20 Hz. The amplitude of the square 
wave will determine the amount of detuning for both 
sidebands, which will become attractive when the detun
ing frequency is in some harmonic relationship to the 
fundamental of a simple program material. 

2) By setting the main tuning control to zero beat and 
applying a vibrato-type sine wave to the control voltage 
input in the linear mode, a vibrato-type effect is created, 
displaying the widest frequency shift at low program 
frequencies and decreasing toward higher frequencies. 

3) With the main tuning control in the zero beat 
position, the application of a sawtooth wave to the con
trol voltage input in the linear mode produces a dramati:; 
effect when the sawtooth frequency is at about 1-2 Hz 
and when the main tuning knob is slowly turned out of 
its center position. 

4) By setting the main tuning control to zero and 
applying a pink noise with limited voltage to the control 
voltage input in the linear mode, the program material 
assumes a hoarse quality which can be remixed with the 
original sound. 

Programming with Predetermined 
Detuning Sequences 

To program the frequency shifter with a predeter
mined sequence of detuning frequencies, these frequencies 
can be prerecorded on a tape and converted to a cor
responding sequence of control voltages. These are then 
fed into the control-voltage input set to the exponential 
mode. Thus the control voltages will be retransformed 
into the original frequency sequence, which will deter
mine the frequency shi:fts of the two outputs, which will 
be complementary to each other. 

Programming of Detuning Frequencies 
with a Sequencer 

For a periodic recycling of the detuning ( or frequency
shift) increments a sequencer can be employed. The 
control voltages of tbe sequencer can be fed to the 
control voltage input of the frequency shifter either in 
the linear or the exponential mode, depending upon the 
type .of effect desired. 

Multichannel Stereo Effects 

A four-channel stereo effect can be achieved by feeding 
the direct program material to channel 1, the voltages 
of the output OUT 1 to channel 2, the voltages of the 
output OUT2 to channel 3, and the ring modulator prod
uct to channel 4. This effect can be further enhanced by 
employing some of the sequencing or modulation tech
niques just described. 

Modulation with Complex Sounds 

Many areas of experimentation are possible by feeding 
complex sounds into the control input and varying the 
character of the program material from simple to com
plex sounds, including the use of the same program 
material for the program and the control inputs. 
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a. 

b. 

Fig. 6. Oscilloscope patterns showing 90° phase difference 
between two outputs of beat frequency oscillator. Exposure 
times about lh second. a. 1 kHz. b. 1 Hz. 

Iteration Effects 

The program material (preferably a sequence of per
cussive sounds) is fed through a mixer to the recording 
head of a tape delay device. A playback head feeds back 
the information to the frequency shifter, one output of 
which feeds it to a second input of the mixer. The shifted 
sound is rerecorded, played back, and frequency shifted 
repetitively, so that an increasingly detuned sound is 
created, the character of wbich is determined by the 
amount of tape delay and tbe amount and sign of 
detuning. 

A simulated iteration effect can be produced by con
necting a sequencer to the control valtage input of the 
frequency shifter and setting the eight control voltages 
so as to simulate successive up- or down-detuning. The 
effect is especially attractive when the program material 
is synchronized with the sequencer. In this setup both 
outputs of the shifter can be used, with one creating an 
up-detuning effect and the other a down-detuning effect. 

These are but a few examples of the possible applica
tions of the new frequency shifter and the variety of 
new sounds and musical effects obtainable with it. 
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APPENDIX 

BASIC EQUATIONS FOR THE PHASE
SHIFTING-TYPE FREQUENCY SHIFTER 

Assurne that the audio signal frequency at the output 
of phase filter a1 of Fig. 2 is 

(1) 

and that the carrier frequency at the output of phase 
filter a 2 is 

(2) 

and that, for the sake of simplification, A = 1 and B = 1. 
Then after multiplication in the four-quadrant multiplier 
M 1 (assuming a scale factor of 1) the output of M 1 will be 

E01 = COS w1t COS w2t 

or, after transforming the equation, 

E 01 = Yz [cos (w 2 + w1 ) t + cos (w2 - w1 ) t]. 

(3) 

(4) 

Due to the 90° phase relationship between the outputs 
of phase filter ß1 versus phase filter a1 , and phase filter 
ß2 versus phase filter a2, the output of ß1 (in the case of 
the polarity chosen for this example) will be 

or for <P = 90° , 

Eß1 = C sin w1t. 

In the same way, the output of ß2 is 

Eßz ~= D cos (w2t + </>) 

or for <P = 90°, 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Again, assuming C = 1 and D = 1 and a scale factor 

of 1 for the four-quadrant multiplier M 2 , the output cif 
M 2 will be 

(9) 

or, after transforming the equation, 

E 02 = Yz [cos(w2 - w1)t- cos(w2 + w1)t]. (10) 

The summing of the outputs of M 1 and M 2 can be ex
pressed by summing the Eqs. ( 4) and (10), or 

E 01 + E0 2 = 1/z cos(w2 + w1 )t + 1/z cos(w2 - w1 )t 

+ Yz cos(w2 - w1)t - Yz cos(w2 + w1)t (11) 

in which the expression 1/z cos (w2 + w1) t is canceled so 
that 

(12) 

which is the expression of a single-sideband frequency, or 
a frequency shift of w2 by a negative amount of w1• 
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